NEWSLETTER

JANUARY 2017
2016 was a remarkable year all round, for the Civic Society as much as
anyone. The last few months in particular saw us undertaking a
remarkable level of activity. As well as commenting on numerous
planning issues, from the proposed new toilets at Scotch Corner to the
use of public space, we have also contributed to the debate over the
Piers and the decision to downgrade and move our Tourist
Information Centre. Our public lecture programme continues to attract
a large and lively audience; we thank all our speakers, and extend
particular appreciation to John Cattaneo, who has agreed to reschedule
his talk on the quincentenary of Bagdale Hall (postponed due to the
closure of Blue Bank).
In addition, our members are making a direct contribution to the
town's heritage by recording and raising awareness of our assets. One
group is tracking down all known war memorials in Whitby and in
neighbouring communities. Another is identifying 'ghost signs'; the
results are interesting, and for some of us surprising (I have to admit
to having walked past one most days without knowing of its existence).
Both of these projects are likely to be published, which reminds me that
our existing booklets - especially the Lewis Carroll related White Rabbit
Trail - are selling well.
Many

	
  	
  

of

you

will

already

know

that

the

Society

ran

a

stall

at

Winterfest. This new venture was very successful, and we hope to
contribute to it for many years to come. And finally, our membership
secretary has some good news to share, as you can see elsewhere in the
Newsletter. Meanwhile, the Newsletter is also a source of pride; we've
worked on the design as well as the content, and - thanks to the
internet - it costs us less to produce.
I hope that you will join me in thanking all those who have contributed
to our work over the last months. 2016 has been a good year for us,
and we have plenty of ideas for 2017. Meanwhile, a Hap py New Yea r
to one and all.

JOHN FIELD
WCS CHAIRMAN

	
  

A FUN EVENING at BAGDALE HALL HOTEL

Contestants for the Worst Tie Competition
Presents from Secret	
  Santa

December 9th 2016 ·
The first Winterfest, organised by We Are Whitby to celebrate the power of our community,
was a tremendous success. The Civic Society stall carried our booklets and we had a bottle
raffle, as well as display boards describing who we are, what we do and some of our work
over the year.
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  BOTTLE	
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  LUCKY	
  w inners	
  

CHARLES	
  LUTWIDGE	
  DODGSON	
  
Better	
  known	
  for	
  his	
  pen-‐name	
  LEWIS	
  CARROLL	
  
Charles Dodgson’s first recorded visit to Whitby in
1854 was in July to September for an important study
session in mathematics. He later achieved a BA. a 1st
rd
in maths and a 3 in Classics. The holiday included
visits to Goathland and Sleights. In the same year his
first two important works were published in the new
Whitby Gazette, his father was made Archdeacon of
Richmond, and he visited his cousins in Whitburn near
Sunderland, he and his brothers went to Oxford.

He was a day late. The
Archdeacon was buried in
the Churchyard at Croft
alongside his wife.

In 1855 he met the Dean of Christchurch the Reverend
Liddell, and his family, which included Alice. He met
the first of the girls, Lorina at the house warming but it
was widely assumed for many years that he derived
his own ‘Alice’ from Alice Liddell. He spent some time
in 1855 at Croft near Darlington, then he went to visit
his cousins in Whitburn. They were all engaged in
literary pursuits and his cousin Menella Bute Smedley
was already an established poetess.	
  

Charles visited his cousins in
Whitburn and Redcar and the girls took lodgings in
Croft until their new house was ready for them all.
On the way back to Oxford in 1868 Charles visited
Whitby for a week, staying in his old room. In 1868
his sister Mary became engaged to Chas.
Collingwood and they married in 1869 in Whitburn.

In 1856 he came on holiday to Whitby to visit his dear
friends the Bainbridges who lived at 19, St. Hilda’s
Terrace. He took up photography as his main hobby,
which he enjoyed for twenty five years. This was after
a two week break at Croft Rectory during which he
went on a tour of the Lake District with his brothers
and one week at Whitburn where he visited his
cousins.
Alice’s Adventures in Wonderland was published in
1865.
In 1867 he visited Russia from July to Sept
with a friend.
In 1868 his father the Archdeacon was feeling unwell
and he died in Croft. The message of his illness did
not arrive in time for Charles to journey from Oxford to
the family home in time to say goodbye.

Later that year the family
decided to move and they
chose a place called the
Chestnuts, in Guildford.

Charles last recorded visit to Whitby was in 1871
when he assisted at the wedding of his brother
Wilfred in the village of Sleights. He stayed for three
weeks sleeping in his old room at East Crescent.
The following year saw the publication of Alice
Through the Looking Glass in 1880 Aunt Lucy who
had selflessly looked after them all died aged 75.
Charles gave up photography and soon also retired
from mathematical lectureship to concentrate on
writing books.
th

He died in 1898 at Guildford on 14 Jan. and was
buried there with all his 5 sisters and Edwin who
had spent all his missionary life in Tristan de
Cunha.

ELIZABETH CHEYNE
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A DAY IN THE LIFE OF A BOOKING CLERK
Many of the materials to develop Grosmont
were brought from neighbouring lines and the
booking office, dating from 1913, was moved
from Sleights, the next station down from
Grosmont towards Whitby and it is still referred
to as the ‘Sleights Building’ by many staff and
volunteers. The tickets used at Grosmont are
In 2009 when I decided to retire by the middle of still the cardboard Edmundson tickets, invented
2010, my wife Maggie and I had already agreed by Thomas Edmundson in the 1840’s. Prior to
that we would move to Whitby, having stumbled this, tickets were handwritten by the clerks,
upon it by accident during a holiday in Bridlington which could cause major delays at busy times,
at Easter that year and deciding it was a perfect as well as there being the possibility of theft
place to live in retirement. So as well as visiting because there was not a proper recording
Whitby a few times in and out of season to make system. The simple but brilliant solution devised
sure it was the correct decision, we were also able by Edmundson was to print a serial number on
to research our options for occupying the time each ticket. The tickets are stored in a special
previously taken up by our respective jobs. One of cabinet, with a slot at the base of each rack
our first decisions was to visit the (much missed) permitting a single ticket to jut out. The tickets
tourist office to ask about what was going on in and are also colour coded to distinguish each
around Whitby and as well as the usual societies, individual destination. By noting the serial
we were told about the North Yorkshire Moors numbers at the beginning and end of the day,
Railway. After taking a trip to Pickering and back, the total number of each type of ticket sold
both of us decided that we would definitely look could be recorded and multiplying this figure by
into volunteering for a job on the railway.Moving on the value gave a total for each journey and
to August 2010, once we were fully settled in consequently the value of the total sales in the
Whitby, we went to meet our nominated contact at day. At one time, the numbers were entered
Grosmont station. After I retired, I decided that into a register, but in one of the few
whatever I did, it would be a complete change from
concessions to
my previous job which was highly technical,
modernity, the
somewhat stressful, with long hours and a lot of
figures are now
driving, which could be particularly difficult in the
entered on to a
London area. After a short while, I was introduced
computer spread
to Angela Buxton, who is in charge of the
sheet. On the
Grosmont and Whitby booking offices. Once I’d
seen inside the booking office and was given a day of issue, the
run-down on what was involved in the job, I was date was stamped
hooked. So after training with other booking clerks by a special printer,
I was passed out as competent to work on my own now replaced by a
simple date stamp.
by March 2011.
British Rail stopped
One of the main attractions about working at issuing Edmondson
Grosmont is that it is part of a living museum, so it tickets by the middle of 1989, but many heritage
is like being back at a time when life was less railways continue to use the tickets and there
stressful and carried out at a slower pace. The are a small number of specialist firms who print
station is styled as a 1952 British Rail station and the tickets, ours being printed on the Isle of
following much development since the early days Mull. The only station not using the cardboard
of the North Yorkshire Moors Railway, there are tickets is Pickering. It can be extremely busy
now four platforms, one of which is on the Whitby. there, so the tickets are machine-printed.
to Middlesbrough line operated by Northern Rail..
	
  

A typical day’s work begins
about half an hour before
the first train. The float is
counted and the ticket
numbers at the start of the
day are checked, travelling ticket
inspectors are given their floats, way bill forms
and ticket books. At Grosmont, the first train to Whitby
at 9:15 is usually not busy, so this gives the clerk time
to start counting the takings for Goathland and
Grosmont from the tea rooms, shops, Shed Shop and
car parks. This is entered on a computer spread sheet
which, when completed, enables the cash takings to
be banked.
At busy times, we have to be careful not to rush
because the Edmondson tickets can stick together and
if two tickets are issued in error, this will appear as a
missed issue at the end of the day, resulting in lost
revenue. One of the delights of working at Grosmont is
that the engine sheds are based here as well, so there
is plenty of shunting by steam or diesel engines during
the day with the accompanying sights and sounds,
which are most entertaining. In addition, there is a
wonderful view of the moors looking towards Whitby,
framed by the semaphore signal gantry removed from
Falsgrave Scarborough and installed at Grosmont.
The gantry is a listed structure but although about 15
feet had to be cut out of the span to suit its new
location, it looks magnificent.

Working at Grosmont is a delight and despite
being voluntary, there are many benefits such as
meeting excited children waiting for a ‘choo
choo’, chatting to the lovely visitors, making a
whole new circle of friends from all backgrounds,
enjoying the marvellous rolling stock and of
course giving a structure to a couple of days in
the week and preventing the retiree from going to
seed! Although unpaid, we are treated well –
unlimited free travel, complimentary tickets to
treat friends to a ride as well as teas and coffees.
It reminds me of an old joke: a retired gentleman
took a job as a stagehand at a strip club and
when a friend asked about money, the gent
replied £200 a week, upon which the friend
replied ‘that’s not much’ to which came the reply
‘It’s all I can afford’! So despite giving up our
time, as well as the cost of travel, the benefits far
outweigh any expense incurred.

Tales from the Booking Office.
All of the following are true comments and observations, but our replies are based upon determining that the
person concerned has a sense of humour.
‘Hello, I’d like a return ticket’. ‘Where to?’ ‘Back here!’
‘I’d like a ticket to Pickering please’ .’Are you walking back or do you want a return? (The older the traveller,the
better received this one becomes).
I see that you have a dog. Is it a boy or girl?’ ‘Why do you ask?’ ‘Because we only have pink tickets’.
Another time, a lady with walking difficulties enquired where to board the lunchtime Pullman train. As it was on
the far platform, I offered to take her there in a wheelchair. When the train came back, I was waiting to collect
her and return her to the car park. After we arrived there, she said what a lovely time she’d had and gave me
five pounds, which I added to the station group funds. What a lovely surprise!
Two elderly ladies came into the booking office a few weeks ago, full of excitement at the prospect of a
journey on a steam train. Fortunately, after a period of some journeys requiring the use of a diesel engine, a
full steam service was operating. One of the ladies, when paying for her ticket, said ‘We’ve been saving up for
this for some time’ and her delighted expression made my day. That’s one of the best parts of the job: helping
to make people happy and if they enjoy their day out, then we also go home feeling it was another good day
on the railway.

DAVID JAMES

WHITBY GHOST SIGNS
One of the main objectives of the Whitby Civic Society, and indeed of any civic society, is the
protection of the heritage of the town and its local area. Consequently, Whitby Civic Society is
running a project to document the details of all of its ‘Ghost Signs’. What
better place in the world is there than Whitby to collect ‘Ghost Signs’ thanks
to the famous Irish Victorian writer Mr Abraham (Bram) Stoker.
For those of you who haven’t heard of the term before, ‘Ghost Signs’ are
the fascinating echoes of the past. They could be faded adverts, or the
names of old businesses, sometimes in the form of painted letters and
illustrations on the sides of old buildings
which are gradually
disappearing from view. Some of these letters may eventually fade away
completely, be obscured, or simply destroyed, and a link to the past
would then be lost forever. Some of them are in the form of beautifully
carved stonework. In fact, they could be anything that provides a link to
an extinct building or an original name of a current business, or indeed, a prior
function of an existing building e.g. we have an old Whitby/Ruswarp Parish boundary
stone and an existing set of stone steps that once were attached to a now extinct Wesleyan church
which now remain in glorious isolation.
In Whitby we are extremely fortunate to have also discovered one or two splendid examples of
beautiful original glazed tiles which, despite various changes to the façade of a building over the
years, remain to betray the function of an earlier business.
We are currently compiling a list of these ghost signs and are keen to produce a complete & finite
list of all of them. If we can identify them all and bring them to everyone’s attention then we may be
able to preserve them for posterity.
A good example (see attached photos) of a ‘Ghost Sign’ in
Whitby can be seen high up on the Wellington Road side of
the building currently occupied by Brown
& Kidson solicitors.
There are some fading letters showing that the business named ‘ARTHUR
SAWDON’ once occupied these premises and a glance up at the New Quay
Road side of the building shows that they dealt with ‘CARPETS’ and ‘BEDDING’.
We can also see some splendid coloured tiles detailing that these premises were
once known as the ‘WELLINGTON ROOMS’, where a versatile George
Thompson dealt with, not only the tuning & repairing of organs & pianos, but he
was also an auctioneer & valuer.
We have so far identified and documented 16 such examples and would appreciate any help you
can provide, to enable us to complete our collection for Whitby. If you know of any, which we have
not yet identified, even better if you can provide any background information on them or on our
current 16, it would be greatly appreciated if you could contact the Whitby Civic Society and provide
us with your details. We would promptly visit and take photographic evidence and happily add it to
our collection.

PETER CRAGGS

WHITBY GHOST SIGNS
Building Name

Address

Description

Kirby’s
Chocolate Box

East Terrace
Golden Lion
Bank
Skinner Street

the name of the hotel of the past is there to be seen at the rear and at the side of the end terrace
a segment of the original white tiles is still visible to the left hand side of the shop window, which clearly belonged to
a fishmonger/butcher shop
the original beautiful green tiles that belonged to the grocer shop are still to be seen below the windows at the front
and side elevations.
the clear wording in black letters of "THOMAS BRYAN WHOLESALE JET MERCHANT" can be seen on the
sandstone blocks above the shop frontage
the very faint lettering of an old "PLAYERS PLEASE" cigarette advert to be just deciphered on the northern gable
end of the building
this is the ex-Bobbins building and there's a corner stone to the right hand side of the front of the building proving
that it was My great, great, great grandfather founded the Whitby Gazette in 1854; a hundred years before I was
born.
faded painted signs on the brick walls for the previous business of ARTHUR SAWDON plus beautiful green tiles
describing the previous dwellings of the WELLINGTON ROOMS
currently private residences - the words "COUNTY HOTEL" can be seen clearly between the 1st & 2nd storeys of the
end terrace building plus the words "BOARD RESIDENCE" can be seen at ground level immediately under the street
sign "Gray Street"
the whole block of buildings opposite Botham's on Skinner St - the almost indecipherable word "HOTEL" is just below
roof level on the right hand side of the building and even less decipherable name of the hotel on the left hand side of
the building just below roof level of "HAROLD"
the word "THE" is clearly visible on the western gable end of the building at roof level but the word immediately below
it is very difficult to guess but it appears to end in " …ON"
the large clock with the name of "HORNES" emblazoned on it is still to be seen clearly above the front entrance

Clarke's off licence/general
store
Shoe Zone

Baxtergate

Lemon & Lime

Church Street

Wesley Hall

Church Street

Brown & Kidson Solicitors

Wellington Rd

The County Hotel

Gray Street

Harold Hotel

Skinner Street

Antiques & Collectibles
Emporium
Meadows

Flowergate

The George Hotel

Station Square

The White Horse &
Griffin
Yorkshire Building Society

Church Street
Flowergate

there is a beautiful ornate sandstone block with the engraved "RAILWAY STATION HOTEL" to be seen just below
roof level, central on the front elevation
the words "GOOD STABLING" can be seen on a board above the entrance to White Horse yard plus there is a sign on
the left hand side to the entrance showing the details of the original "WHITE HORSE HOTEL" (ie no Griffin)
The original boundary stone between Whitby & Ruswarp Parishes

Hoggarth’s Drinks

Spital Bridge

The sad ruins of Hoggarth's Drinks factory

next to the Wesley Hall in
Church Street

Church Street

only the steps remain that used to lead up to the Wesleyan Chapel

Skinner Street

PETER CRAGGS

MAD HATTERS TEA PARTY
On Sunday afternoon on the 28th August there was a slim chance that the proposed Mad Hatter's
Tea Party would not go ahead, after all the hard preparation work had been done, but in a special
marquee in soggy Skinner Street, and outside the Sugar Shack several people were determined that
all their efforts would not be in vain. It had been a dark and stormy night and the rain had come
streaming down, but by the time of the lunchtime opening, passers by had begun to see the
splendour of the stalls with their engaging wares of tea, and cakes and buns, their invites to guess
the name of the dormouse, to dress up for a photo, to colour in a scene from “Alice” or learn a little
of Lewis Carroll's connections with Whitby.
At the Sugar Shack hot tea was available, as the people stopped their scurrying and paused to
have a go in the raffle.
In Alice in Wonderland, in the Caucus race, it was said, “Everyone must have prizes.”
On this occasion also there were prizes, and the delighted prize winners were as follows, John
Cross correctly found the name of the dormouse which was Baymax, Molly coloured in the best
drawing of the day and the best dressing up prize went to Hettie Wainthrop and Emily Rixham-Smith
The event was to support two charities, Whitby Wildlife Sanctury and Animal Crackers of Whitby.

th

On October 17 Debbie Hogarth gave us a fascinating talk and she kindly agreed to write the following article for us to enjoy.

THE HISTORY OF THE HORNES and the WHITBY GAZETTE
My great, great, great grandfather founded the
Whitby Gazette in 1854; a hundred years
before I was born.
Ralph Horne was born in County Durham in
1805, but came to Whitby, aged 8, to live with
his maternal grandparents following the death
of his father who was a sea captain and died in
Buenos Aires.
Aged about 12, Ralph was apprenticed to Clark
and Medd, printers on Bridge Street. After
serving his time, he moved to York to find work
and married Anne Dunwell whom he had
courted by walking from Whitby to York every
Saturday after work, returning on the milk train
early Monday morning.
Records show that by 1827 the couple had
returned to 17, Bridge Street to set up home
and
his
businesses
including
various
publications, which all eventually failed. By the
1851 census he described himself as a printer,
bookseller and paperhanger.
On 6th July 1854, emulating fashionable spa
towns like Harrogate, he published the first
Whitby Gazette in the form of Horne’s List of
Visitors. Initially, he printed this himself on a
Columbian hand press with help from his maid,
Sarah. This list of visitors to the town and
advertisements, largely of himself as a paper
hanger, was initially a seasonal publication. It
proved more successful than his previous
enterprises and by 1858 it had doubled in size
and was published weekly, and famously
included contributions from Charles Dodgson
(Lewis Caroll). Ralph continued to print the
outer pages himself, but the inner pages were
printed in London. Ralph had two sons, William
Bridekirk and Ralph Jr. who joined him in the
business, but both died relatively young, before
their father retired. Ralph was joined in the
business by William’s two sons, Fred and
Harry, on the death of their father in 1886. Fred
was a solicitor working in London at the time
and ran the business side of Hornes, and Harry
combined his role as registrar of birth,

marriages and deaths, with that of editor of the
Whitby Gazette. Their grandfather was 81 by this
time, but still very much in harness.
The Whitby Gazette continued to grow, and by
1888 the whole paper was printed in Whitby
again, on a Wharfedale press. Ralph died on 11th
January 1892, aged 87, and was remembered by
a former employee as: “one of the few men I
have known who apparently had no trouble with
himself”.
Following the death of their grandfather, Fred
and Harry continued to expand the business, and
by 1897 they had a branch office and shop
selling post cards and photographs at 1, John
Street (now a flower shop).
In 1906 they bought 1 Grape Lane, which
adjoined the Bridge Street premises where Fred
lived and worked. They also bought back 3,
Grape Lane, which had previously belonged to
Ralph Horne, but had been sold on his death.
By about 1906 there was a branch office further
down Skinner Street, on the corner of Hunter
Street (now a charity shop). In 1908 a postcard
was sent to “Master Horne”, my grandfather, at
Barnard Castle School, with a picture of the
spruced up Bridge Street Shop and Gazette
Office, now advertising itself as a circulating
library, stationers, and printers. Contemporary
photos and pen and ink drawings show pictures,
photographs and other “fancy goods” also for
sale.
Fred and Harry continued to run the Gazette and
shops until after WW1, when they were joined in
the business by Fred’s son, William Mackenzie
Horne. He had enlisted in 1914 and fought in
Flanders and the Somme, his letters home being
reproduced in the Gazette. He was a keen
painter and was a great friend of Rowland Hill of
the Staithes Group of artists. His war service
might go some way to explaining his early death,
aged 50, and periods “in York”, which Whitby
people understand as time spent in a “mental
hospital”.

	
  

In 1919 Fred and William bought the Skinner
Street shop (now Meadow), which advertised
itself as Horne’s West Cliff Library as well as
selling fancy goods. It was refitted in the early
1920’s in the Art Deco style and we believe the
iconic clock was installed in the 1930’s.
Hornes and The Gazette loved a celebration. In
1920 my father, Lionel, was born and appeared
on the front page of the Gazette with his proud
father and grandfather Fred, still very much the
patriarch. There was the annual “wayzegoose”
outing for the printers, which was held in the
summer at a country hostelry. Games were
played, ham and eggs feasted on and a good
time had by all, with the formal group photo to
remember it by. Long service was always
celebrated. In 1930, 8 staff had aggregated 263
years service between them; and 3 had sons
working in the business as well. In the early
1900’s and again after WW1, there was also a
post Christmas printers “Pye”. This was another
excuse for a meal, traditionally rabbit pie,
“turns” and a drink.
By 1923 the Gazette was printed on a Cossar
printing press, housed in the basement of 5,
Grape Lane.
According to my father, the huge “toilet rolls” of
broadsheet newsprint were 13 miles long and
the papers came off the press in 13’s for some
reason.
The deafening noise of the press filled Grape
Lane every Thursday afternoon and evening to
get the paper out and to the station for the milk
train to deliver early Friday morning.
My father trained in London to “sell space” in
advertising until the start of WW2 where he
served in Africa. He returned to sell space on
the Gazette, working with his grandfather, as
his father, William Mackenzie, had died 1942.

Guide to Whitby plus walking maps of the area.
In 1967 the BBC filmed “Something will happen
by Friday”, about the Gazette. It was thought that
it might ridicule a small provincial weekly, but
David Bean, the director produced a very
sympathetic portrayal of Whitby and it characters
In it, my father made the point that “the Whitby
Gazette has had to grow its own staff on trees;
family trees”. This was acknowledging the
contributions that generations of Woods,
Barkers, Giddings and Hansell, to name but a
few, have made to Horne and the Gazette.
“Mr Lionel” continued to run the business, and
until the mid 1970’s even William Caxton would
have recognised it as a printing works, but it was
becoming evident that things were going to have
to change. Despite healthy sales figures,
computerisation was replacing “hot metal”,
unionisation was pushing out nepotism and
Lionel’s health was causing concern. By 1978, it
was evident that neither my sister, nor I would
carry on the business, and with great regret, my
father sold the Gazette and 17-18, Bridge Street
to Scarborough Newspapers, which at that time,
was still a family-run business.
The Skinner Street shop was sold, but continued
to trade as a gift shop until 2011. The jobbing
printing and part of the Grape Lane property
were taken over by two former employees and
continued business as Abbey Press.
The last broadsheet Whitby Gazette rolled off the
Cossar press on 31st March 1978, but despite no
longer having any physical presence in the
centre of the town, the Gazette continues to
thrive and long may it do so.

DEBBIE HOGARTH (nee HORNE)
	
  

Fred Horne died on Christmas Day 1949,
allegedly collapsing into his plum pudding,
perhaps a fitting end for someone who my
father described as: “A rather fussy, important
little character who never went anywhere
without being Fred Horne of the Whitby Gazette
and everyone knew it”.
As well as printing the Gazette, Hornes has
always been a “jobbing” printers producing
posters, publishing books, including Shaw
Jeffrey’s “Whitby Lore and Legend” and Horne’s

MEMBERSHIP REPORT
The year 2016 finished up as a record year for
membership of Whitby Civic Society, being an
increase of almost 15% against last year.

WHITBY CIVIC SOCIETY
2016/17
EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE
PRESIDENT

Mike Dawson

VICE PRESIDENT

Barry Atkinson

CHAIRMAN

John Field
01947 600117
john234field@btinternet.com

VICE CHAIRMAN

HONORARY
SECRETARY

We are currently 110 members !
The yearly task of a membership secretary is to fight
the 'leaking bucket' syndrome. That is to replace more
than the members lost, by recruiting even more new
members. During 2016 we were fortunate enough to
have 28 new members join us and I thank each and
everyone of you for your valuable support, not
forgetting of course the members who continue to
support us year to year.
Please bring your friends along to our lectures, I am
sure that because I beat the membership target set for
me by our Chairman in 2016, John will substantially
increase my target for this year!
Now 2017 is upon us, may I remind everyone that their
£10 membership subscription is now due for payment.
th
This can be paid either at our January 16 Lecture
(starting 2.00pm) or by sending a cheque, payable to
Whitby Civic Society, to me at 16 Carr Hall Gardens,
The Carrs, Ruswarp, Whitby, YO21 1RW.

CHRIS WHITLAM
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MEMBERSHIP SECRETARY

A Tribute to Bernard Nelson
On January 3rd the funeral of Bernard Nelson took place at St Hilda's Roman Catholic Church, Brunswick
Street. Bernard had been our auditor in the early years of the Civic Society. He never asked for or received
any reward but we made him an honorary member of the society. As an auditor he was meticulous in
checking and full of helpful advice. He played a role in many of the town's societies and will be greatly
missed by his many friends

LECTURE PROGRAMME – 2017
The lectures take place on the 3rd Monday of the month at the Coliseum.The lectures begin at
and
.

January 16th

‘William Willison’s Tulips in Whitby’s New Garden

By Linda Chapman

Linda is a member of Wakefield Tulip Society and became interested in William Willison
of Whitby when she found out that the tulip ‘Joseph Paxton’ was bred by him. She has
researched and written a couple of articles on the lives of William Willison who opened
the New Gardens to the public and to some extent, his father Alexander Willison who
opened a market garden on Pannett Park land and then set up a botanic garden at New
Gardens. Both are considered to be botanical experts. Their descendants live in Whitby
with some members still retailing fruit and vegetable in the town.

February 15th

AGM followed by John Cattaneo talking about the Quincentenary of Bagdale
Hall (including a tour)

March 20th

‘Space Operations’
By Flight Lt.Richard Weeks of RAF Fylingdales
RAF Fylingdales is a radar base on the North Yorkshire Moors, which was first declared
operatonal in 1963 as one of the radar sites in the Ballistic Missile Early Warning System
(BMEWS)

April 24th

‘Northern Landscapes on our Doorstep’

By Malcolm Blenkey

An illustrated talk using photographs of North Yorkshire coastal locations, from Tees to
Bempton Cliffs plus seasonal landscapes images of the North Yorkshire Moors.
Photographic advice will include compositional aids, the use of natural light, equipment
and locations.

May 15th

‘Life in the Life Guards’

By Keith Goodchild

Keith talks about his 21 years serving in the Household Cavalry, his memories of Royal
Weddings, Ceremonial Duties and Horses of the Mounted Division, flavoured with
soldiering on active service abroad.

June 19th

‘Beekeeping’

July 17th

‘Whitby in Limelight

By James Fearnley
By Elizabeth Cheyne

‘How I changed a requested brochure into a 99 page book’. The talk will describe the
development of the theatre in Whitby.

August 28th

‘A Walk around Whitby in Bygone Days’
th

By Neil Williamson

N. B. this lecture is on the 4 Monday in August
Another talk from Neil with numerous photographs of old Whitby.

September 8th

‘Capture our Coast Project’
By Dr. Jane Pottas / Dr Nicky Dobson

October 16th

50 years after Dr Beeching

By Mark Sissons,

NYMR Archivist. The story of rebuilding and maintaining the NYMR.
November 20th

‘Unveiling Victorian Genius’

By North Yorkshire Botanist

Richard Spruce,William Mudd and Professor Mark Seaward
	
  

December 12th

Christmas Meal

